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My ﬁrst impressions on EPS
Just back from my ﬁrst Executive Committee meeting as EPS President, let
me start with a few considerations on the role of the EPS. e venue was
the University of Soﬁa, Bulgaria, to meet the representatives of the Union
of Bulgarian Physicists (A. Petrov, President) and of the Balkan Physical
Union (N. Tonchev, Scientiﬁc Secretary).
Physics research and education in Bulgaria has recently met diﬃculties,
with the activities of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences being close to a
stop. e support of the EPS was requested and the Executive Committee
was able to see how the EPS has to face diﬀerent realities in Europe and
how its presence can be relevant in critical circumstances.
Since Autumn 2010, several actions along the "EPS Strategy Plan 2010+"
guidelines have already started, in a fruitful and friendly collaboration
with my predecessor, Maciej Kolwas. First of all, the EPS is fulﬁlling its
duty to promote the scientiﬁc excellence of European physicists through
the proposal and launch of a "World Year of Light (WYL)", a high proﬁle
activity that should be enhanced through partnerships with other learned societies worldwide, whether in physics or other disciplines.
In parallel the EPS is actively working to increase its membership (Individual
Members and Associate Members, also among enterprises) and to widen its
communication tools (the web site, the members directory, databases, etc.).
A new electronic newsletter, e-EPS, has been issued: it is a monthly (soon
fortnightly?) publication containing facts and information not only for
EPS members but also for the whole physics community. You are all invited to read, share and contribute. News from your EPS Divisions or
Groups, and from your home Institutions and Laboratories, are wanted.
e EPS has also started actions to make its voice heard at the EU level and
to improve its contacts with organizations in Brussels. I would like to mention here the answer to the EC consultation concerning the "Green Paper on
a Common Strategic Framework for future EU Research and Innovation Funding", where the EPS had the opportunity to express its views, on behalf of
its Member Societies. In particular, the EPS supported the importance of
curiosity-driven research and suggested the improvement of technologytransfer procedures towards the industry, as well as the easing through of
special incentives for research investments by the industry.
e EPS is taking initiatives to reinforce the cooperation and collaboration inside and outside Europe, with scientiﬁcally emerging countries. e
WYL celebration would give us a wonderful opportunity under the saying
of "Light for development", as suggested by John Dudley (Chair of the EPS
Quantum Electronics and Optics Division, QEOD) and François Piuzzi
(Chair of the EPS Physics for Development Group, PDG).
Many interesting discussions on all this took place at the Soﬁa meeting,
in which representatives of the DPG (German Physical Society), the IOP
(UK) and the APS (American Physical Society), namely Karlheinz Meier,
Stuart Palmer and Amy Flatten, were invited. It has been a very challenging and interesting start for my time as EPS President.
Let me end by signalling to the readers the beautiful symposium organized at the Bavarian Academy of Science and Humanities in Munich at
the beginning of May to celebrate the 25th anniversary of EPL (see p. 6
of the present EPN issue) and the launch of the new "EPS Historic Sites"
initiative. More about can be found on our web page and in e-EPS. ■
III

Luisa Cifarelli, President of the EPS
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Science is ready, serve it!
A science café is a discussion about some topic in science and technology as scientists
might have with colleagues at a restaurant. This does not mean drawing formulas
on napkins, but discussing with experts all on the same ground, where the attendees,
and not the experts, are at home.

I

n other words, a science café is a
conference“upside down”: hosted
in a pub or in a café (but never in
a conference hall), it generally starts
with a short introduction by experts
that present themselves and the subject of the discussion, aer which the
microphone is oﬀered to the public
and the rest of the event is driven
by questions. In Florence, Italy, this
activity is carried out by the nonproﬁt association “Caﬀè-Scienza”
(www.caﬀescienza.it), formed by
academic and CNR researchers, but
also many ordinary people. Our
association organizes the tradi-tional
science cafés (caﬀè-scienza) monthly
and other initiatives such as the
junior science cafés (with high school
students), not on a regular basis. As
in other science cafés, our public is
mainly composed of middle-age,
highly educated people. Since 2005,

 a typical
science café
in florence
(www.smsrifredi.it)
The speaker is
Paolo Politi.

Science café

Moderator
Pub, café
Science

Discussion
Questions
Public

Experts

 a joke about the double meaning (in italian) of the word “caffè”: it
means a café (place) and a coffee, so a science café (caffè-scienza) may
indicate a discussion or a special coffee brand. The italian name for the
coffee machine is moka.
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an average of 60 people attends our
6-7 caﬀè-scienza each year,with quite a
success (last year, our past president
Paolo Politi won the Italian Physical
Society award for science communication). But recently a new wave started.

The European project
“Scicafé”
In 2007, many people from several
science cafés in Europe met in Ajaccio (Corse) for the 10th anniversaire
of the network Bars et Cafés des
sciences. In this occasion it was proposed to apply to a suitable UE grant
for the constitution of an European
network of science cafés. ere were
already national networks among
UK, USA and French science cafés,
but no European coordination.
Moreover, these networks mainly
deal with a presentation of the
various locations.
In January 2010, the European Project
"Scicafé" (www.scicafe.eu) has started.
e project's main target is to create a
European network of science cafés.We
aim to identify the best practices used

in this kind of scientiﬁc popularization
and participation,promote the birth of
new cafés, especially in eastern countries and in Africa; enlarge the
audience of our events to young people and other classes.
e project is essentially in the phase of
data collecting, however some of us
have started experimenting some new
techniques and modalities that proved
to be quite interesting, and forced us to
learn new skills. We now illustrate
some of these experiments carried out
by our association,in collaboration with
others. Most of them were suggested
by our public through a questionnaire,
that is now being administered to a
European public through our partners
in the consortium.
Caﬀerenze: Sometimes an interesting theme is not suited for a science
café, mainly because it is too technical and the public may have few
questions to ask. So we launched an
hybrid between a science café (caﬀèscienza) and a conference (conferenza),
that we called“caﬀerenza”.ey are quite
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successful (and hosted in a beautiful
library, www.bibliotecadelleoblate.it).

 The location of
the contributors
to The science
café web book

Moka and RadioMoka: we started a
newsletter (Moka, the Italian name
for the coﬀee machine in Figure 1)
and a radio transmission (RadioMoka, www.novaradio.info), this last
experience really required diﬀerent
skills from those that we studied at
the university!
Audio and video streaming. We
are collaborating with RadioSpin
(www.radiospin.poloprato.uniﬁ.it),
one of the web radios of the University of Firenze, and, with our twin
association Formascienza in Rome
(www.formascienza.org), experimenting with the video streaming service
oﬀered by one of our partners,DBC-tv
(www.dbc-tv.net) and other independent services (http://livestream.com).
anks to DBC-tv, now our events
can be attended even from Second
Life, and actually we have a few
people that regularly follow us from
Spain, Switzerland and USA.

a science
discussion
is often seen
as a popularization event,
but it should
be rather
termed
participation

The s cience c afé web b o ok,
http://sites.google.com/site/scicafe
webbook, in collaboration with
Duncan Dallas (the “inventor” of
science cafés in UK). We felt that
we were concentrating too much
on the technical aspects, forgetting
that a science café is mainly driven
by passions and emotions. So we
asked people from all the world to
send us a few lines about their
motivations, and we discovered
that the same simple concept of a
science café can indeed be interpreted in very different ways, from a
discussion on how to prevent HIV
infection in Uganda, to gender differences in Iran, to a specialized
Nuclear Science Café in Oregon!

Conclusions
Science and technology are more and
more important in our lives, and we
are oen asked to choose (or vote) on
technical questions.A science discussion is oen seen as a popularization
event, but it should be rather termed
participation. e purpose of the

science café is that of demythologizing science communication,
bringing it out of the cathedra and
into everyday life. e scicafé European project will be hopefully useful
for this goal, favoring the birth of
new cafés in new places, favouring
discussion through new media,
involving new public and networking
all such experiences. ■
Franco Bagnoli(a)1,2,4,
Giovanna Pacini(b)2,4
and Paolo Politi(c)3,4,
1) Dept. Energy, Università
di Firenze - www.de.uniﬁ.it
2) Center for the Study of
Complex Dynamics, Università
di Firenze - www.csdc.uniﬁ.it
3) Institute of Complex Systems,
CNR Italy - www.ﬁ.isc.cnr.it
4) Caﬀè-Scienza Association,
Firenze - www.caﬀescienza.it
III

(a) franco.bagnoli@uniﬁ.it
(b) giovanna.pacini@
complexworld.net
(c) paolo.politi@isc.cnr.it
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With numerous students in the audience
EPL Explores the Frontiers of Physics
at a Symposium celebrating its Silver Jubilee
on 3 and 4 May 2011, about 250 participants gathered at a Symposium covering
a wide selection of topics within physics, including some pioneering applications.
The Symposium was organised to celebrate EPL’s 25th anniversary.
The venue was the Bavarian Academy of Sciences and Humanities, which is located
in the Munich ‘Residenz’.

T

he topics covered a wide
spectrum of active physics
domains, reflecting what is
proclaimed in EPL’s motto — A
LETTERS JOURNAL EXPLORING
THE FRONTIERS OF PHYSICS.
EPS President Luisa Cifarelli told
the audience about “a dream that is
becoming reality”, namely about the
origins, the construction, and the
present operation of the most
advanced tool for probing the “very
small”: «The Large Hadron Collider». Two lectures with the titles «Is
NANO all around?» and «What
makes a spiral galaxy tick?» illuminated the (still rather) small and the
very big. Fe-based superconductors,
a subject that has led to many citations of EPL letters, were discussed
in a lecture on «Unconventional

superconductivity cast in iron». The
merits of working with «Ultra-cold
atoms» and with «Complex plasmas
– the plasma state of soft matter», as
well as the insights to be gained by
«Adding dimensions to femtosecond spectroscopy: 1D, 2D and 3D
infrared and visible spectroscopies»
were elucidated in three fascinating
lectures. Interesting applications of
physics in medicine, biology and
oceanography were explored in
three lectures about «Shedding
some light on medical diagnosis»,
«Nanoscopy with focused light» (a
way to overcome the Abbe limit in
optical microscopy) and «Living at
low Reynolds’s numbers». Moreover,
the laws of thermodynamics and
quantum physics were scrutinised
in presentations about «The many

 The ePl staff and the organizers of the ePl 25th anniversary meeting in munich
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We wish to express our gratitude to Prof. Martin
C. H. Huber, who accepted to report in Europhysics
News about the 25th anniversary of EPL for the European Physical Society. His term as chairman of the EPL
Board of Directors has come to an end after 4 successful years. The celebrations for the 25th anniversary of EPL
were beautifully organised under his masterful direction. In recognition of his exceptional contributions to
EPL and to the EPS (he is a past President of the EPS
as well), a special medal was created and awarded at
EPL 25 by L. Cifarelli. Congratulations, dear Martin!
C. Sébenne, Jo Hermans and D. Lee

 The audience at the ePl 25th anniversary in munich. Prof. Huber is at the bottom right.

rePorT newS

faces of the second law of thermodynamics» and «Quantum nonlocality:
How does nature do it? And what
can we do with it?» — the latter
provided a view of ‘spooky action
at a distance’.
90 young men and women had been
invited to participate in the Symposium; 60 of them were Bavarian
Gymnasium-students preparing
their baccalaureate and 30 were University students and post-docs from
all over Europe. eir attendance at
the Symposium was made possible
through stipends, respectively, by the
‘Wilhelm und Else Heraeus Stiung’
and by member societies of the Europhysics Letters Association (EPLA). To
enhance the beneﬁt for the students,
the twelve scientiﬁc lecturers, all of
them prominent researchers from
Europe and the US, were asked to
present their topics in a way accessible to students.
e students grasped the opportunity
to engage in personal conversations
with the speakers and the other active
scientists present. Coﬀee and lunch
breaks, as well as the Symposium dinner oﬀered ample opportunities for
such personal encounters. e students also enjoyed exchanging ideas
with their peers from other schools
and Universities.
The Symposium started with a Celebratory Session. The President of
the Academy, Professor Karl-Heinz

Hoffmann, welcomed the participants, and acquainted them with the
history of his 250-year old institution. Maciej Kolwas, the Immediate
Past President of EPS, then recalled
the origins of EPL and the past and
current Editors-in-Chief of EPL
reviewed the initial period following
the re-launch of Europhysics Letters
as EPL, and presented an outlook
on future editorial issues. Following
the arrival of the students, who had
visited laboratories in the Munich
area, during the celebratory session,

 ePS President
luisa Cifarelli
introducing
her lecture on
«The large
Hadron Collider
— a dream that
becomes reality».

one of the Gymnasium students reported
I should like to thank you again for the past days. Accommodation and victuals in
Munich were outstanding. It was easy to start conversations with other pupils, or
with the students and professors. During Monday’s dinner one could establish ﬁrst
contacts and got to know other stipendiaries. The visit at the Technical University
Munich was very interesting and one got an insight into the everyday life of a
researcher. Although the lectures at the Academy were rather complicated, and in
some cases specialised, one understood quite a lot — more than I had expected.
One gained insight into diverse ﬁelds of physics. How much one could learn from
a given lecture as a normal pupil, depended on the individual speaker, the reasons
being diﬃculties with the language, and with grasping the mathematical,
chemical and physical concepts. Nevertheless, each speaker clearly got across the
basics of his or her lecture.
With many thanks again,
Elisabeth Wittmann.

the current EPS President, Luisa
Cifarelli passed on the good wishes
of EPS and started the scientific programme with her talk on the LHC.
As EPL’s Editorial Board met at the
same place, Co-Editors of EPL were
in attendance as well. With some
additional guests, the Symposium
thus had a lively audience.
Judging from the comments by
many participants — students, speakers, Co-Editors and guests — the
EPL anniversary celebration was
indeed a success. We owe much gratitude to the EPS Conference
Department and to the staff of EPL’s
publishing partners for organising
the entire Symposium in an impeccable manner!
The meeting of the Editorial Board
on the day following the Symposium gave good reason to believe
that EPL is now on the way to its
Golden Jubilee! ■
III Martin Huber,
Former President of EPS

e complete programme of the
Symposium with the names of all
speakers can be viewed on the
conference website www.epl25.org.
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2011 Prizes Quantum Electronics
and Optics Division of the EPS
Major Prizes
e European Physical Society is
delighted to announce the 2011 winners of its two most prestigious
Prizes in Quantum Electronics and
Optics (QEO). ese Prizes are awarded only once every two years, and
recognize the very highest level of
achievements in applied and fundamental research in optical physics.
2011 Prize for Applied Aspects of
QEO: Ursula Keller
e 2011 Prize for Applied Aspects
of Quantum Electronics and Optics
is awarded to Professor Ursula Keller, Professor in the Physics
Department, ETH Zurich, Switzerland. e Prize is awarded to
Professor Keller for “seminal contributions to ultrafast solid-state lasers,
telecommunications, metrology, and
attosecond science”.
Ursula Keller joined ETH as Professor
in 1993 aer her ETH “Diplom” in,
1984, her PhD in Stanford, 1989, and a
postdoc stay at ATT Bell labs, 89-93.
Her research interests are exploring
and pushing the frontiers in ultrafast
science and technology: ultrafast solidstate and semiconductor lasers,
frequency comb generation and stabilization, attosecond pulse generation
and science using high harmonic
generation. She received the OSA
Fraunhofer/Burley Prize in 2008, the
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Qeod prizes
were
presented
during the
conference
Cleo®/europe
eQeC 2011

Philip Morris Research Award in 2005,
the ﬁrst-place award of the Berthold
Leibinger Innovation Prize in 2004,
and the Carl Zeiss Research Award in
1998. She is an OSA Fellow and an
elected foreign member of the Royal
Swedish Academy of Sciences and the
German Academy Leopoldina.

 left to right:
ursula keller,
immanuel bloch,
Christelle monat,
Philip walther

2011 Prize for Fundamental
Aspects of QEO: Immanuel Bloch
e 2011 Prize for Fundamental
Aspects of Quantum Electronics and
Optics is awarded to Professor
Immanuel Bloch, Scientiﬁc Director
at the Max-Planck-Institute of Quantum Optics, Garching, Germany, and
Professor for experimental physics at
the Ludwig-Maximilians University
(LMU) in Munich, Germany. e
Prize is awarded to Professor Bloch
for “pioneering work on exploring
quantum many-body systems using
ultracold quantum gases for quantum simulation and quantum
information applications.”
Immanuel Bloch obtained his PhD in
physics in 2000 from LMU and
continued research as a junior group
leader in the experimental team of
Professor eodor Hänsch. From
2003-2009 he was full Professor at
the University of Mainz. In 2009 he
returned to Munich, where his
research focus lies on the investigation of quantum many-body systems,

quantum simulations and quantum
information processing. Immanuel
Bloch has previously received the
Gottfried-Wilhelm-Leibniz Prize of
the German Science Foundation
(DFG) in 2005, the German National Merit Medal in 2005, the
International Commission of Optics
Prize in 2005 and the Philip Morris
Research Prize in 2007.

Early Career Researcher Prizes
2011 Fresnel Prize (Applied):
Christelle Monat
Christelle Monat received her PhD in
2003 from the Ecole Centrale of Lyon
(ECL, France). She worked for two
years at ETH Lausanne (EPFL) in
Switzerland on single-photon sources.
In 2005, she joined CUDOS (University of Sydney, Australia) to conduct
research into optoﬂuidics, until she
was awarded an Australian ARC Fellowship in 2007 to explore slow light
in nonlinear photonic crystals, and
became the project leader of the Slow
Light Program in CUDOS. In 2010,
she was appointed Associate Professor
at ECL/ INL in Lyon. Her research
focuses on hybrid III-V/ Si platforms
for all-optical signal processing onchip. She has authored or co-authored
50 peer-reviewed publications that
attracted over 1000 citations and she
has delivered over 50 talks at international conferences.

Prize newS

Vienna as University Assistant where
his research is focused on experiments
using multi-photon entanglement for
optical quantum computation and
quantum simulation. He is a fellow of
e German Young Academy, and has
authored or co-authored around 25
peer-reviewed publications that have
attracted over 1500 citations, and has
given over 25 invited talks at international conferences.

Thesis Prizes

2011 Fresnel Prize (Fundamental):
Philip Walther
PhilipWalther received his PhD in 2005
from the University of Vienna (Austria). He then worked as a postdoctoral
researcher at the Harvard University in
the group of Professor Mikhail Lukin.
Since 2008 he has moved back to

 up left to
bottom right:
alberto Politi,
Pavel ginzburg,
alex Hayat,
Simon
gröblacher,
maiken H.
mikkelsen,
albert Schliesser

2011 PhD Thesis Prizes and Topics
(Applied)
• Alberto Politi, PhD from University
of Bristol, United Kingdom, Integrated Quantum Photonics.
• Pavel Ginzburg, PhD from Technion, Israel, Novel Nanophotonic
Devices (joint with A. Hayat).
• Alex Hayat, PhD from Technion,
Israel, Semiconductor Quantum
Photonics (joint with P. Ginzburg).

2011 PhD Thesis Prizes and Topics
(Fundamental)
• Simon Gröblacher, PhD from
University of Vienna, Austria,
Quantum Opto-Mechanics with
Micromirrors.
• Maiken H. Mikkelsen, PhD from
University of California, Santa Barbara, USA, Single Electron Spin
Dynamics in Semiconductors.
• Albert Schliesser, PhD from
Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität
München, Munich, Germany,
Silica Whispering-Gallery-Mode
Microresonators.
Alain Aspect,
Chairman of QEO
Awards Committee 2011
Romain Quidant,
Chairman of Fresnel and esis
Prizes Awards Committee 2011
and John Dudley
Chair of the QEO Division of the EPS
III
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The impacts of Bologna Reforms
on physics studies in Europe
in 2007 the European Physical Society received funding from the European
Commission to carry out an analysis of the implementation of Bologna reforms
into Physics programmes in European universities.

T

he International Centre for
Higher Education Research
(INCHER) at Kassel University in Germany was asked to carry out
the actual study which was directed at
the Bachelor level in the ﬁrst year, the
Master level in the second year and the
doctoral level in the third year. is
report will provide an overview of the
results of the ﬁrst and second year of
the project. Altogether 24 national
Physical Societies participated in the
project. For the analysis of the Bachelor level programmes responses were
received from 109 universities in 24
countries, for the analysis of Master
level programmes 127 universities
from 24 countries responded.e project included only classical Physics
programmes at the Bachelor level but
took a wider approach for the Master
level to catch the existing diversity.
However, teacher training and engineering Physics programmes were
excluded. e project followed a twofold methodological approach: Physics
curricula were collected from the participating universities and analysed
with regard to a list of criteria based on
the dimensions of the Bologna
reforms; in addition, an online questionnaire was sent to programme
coordinators via the national Physical
Societies to ask about their experiences
with and views of the reform process.

Duration of Programmes
Almost 90 percent of Bachelor Physics
programmes have a duration of three
years while slightly less than 10 percent are four year programmes which
can be found in the UK, Greece,
Lithuania, and Macedonia. However,
only 11 percent of the respondents
10 EPN 42/3

11 percent at Master level). As a rule
mobility opportunities are available
to all students. High numbers of outgoing students can be found at the
Master level in Germany, the Netherlands, and Slovakia. High numbers of
incoming students at the Bachelor
level can be found in Austria, Germany, France, and Switzerland and
at the Master level in Spain, Sweden,
Germany, the UK and Ireland. However, many programmes at both study
levels include at least partial teaching
in English as a foreign language.

to the online questionnaire stated
that students actually ﬁnished aer
three years. e trend indicates that
the actual duration tends to be 3.5
years in the three year programmes.
At the Master level most Physics
programmes have a duration of two
years in continental European and
the Nordic countries. Only in the
UK almost half of the Master level
programmes take one year. In many
countries we also encountered the
phenomenon of “integrated Master
programmes of four to ﬁve years’
duration which is common for the
UK but tends to be a euphemism for
not (yet) having changed to a twocycle structure in other countries.

Transitions and
Employability

Credit Points and
Modularisation
While the use of credit points is
widely established, the concept of student workload for determining the
number of credits is clearly less widely
used. e most elusive concept is that
of modularisation together with a speciﬁcation of learning outcomes.
Considerable diﬀerences among
countries, universities and even programmes were found when trying to
determine the time unit which constitutes a module. About 40 percent of
the Bachelor curricula analysed in the
framework of the project and one
third of the Master level curricula
were not based on modularisation.

Mobility and
internationalisation
Only few programmes at the Bachelor as well as at the Master level
include compulsory periods of study
abroad (2 percent at Bachelor level,

access to
Physics
studies at
the bachelor
level and
transition
into a master
programme
becomes
increasingly
selective

Considerable attention is being paid
in Bachelor level Physics programmes
to equip students with the necessary
skills and competences to ease transition onto the labour market. English
language skills, communication skills
and project management skills
receive the highest emphasis. However, transition onto the labour market
aer the acquisition of a Bachelor
degree in Physics remains an exception in most countries except for UK
and Ireland. 61 percent of all respondents to the online questionnaire
stated that their Bachelor students
were educated and trained to continue their studies at the Master level.
At the Master level programmes are
increasingly distinguished into
research oriented and professionally
oriented programmes. e latter are
frequently established in cooperation
with potential future employers.
Transferable skills to be acquired are
communication skills, social skills,
international competences, and selforganisation competences. Access to

obServing PHoTonS in SPaCe book review

Physics studies at the Bachelor level
and transition into a Master programme becomes increasingly
selective and the upper secondary
school leaving certiﬁcate is oen no
longer seen as being suﬃcient.
Concerning the transition into doctoral studies, a European mainstream is
emerging which requires successful
completion of a Master programme
in Physics in order to become eligible
for doctoral research.

Quality Assurance
Quality assurance has been on the
agenda of universities in most countries
already before the start of the Bologna
reform process. A broad range of quality assessment and improvement
mechanisms have been introduced
over the years. Accreditation of programmes is the only mechanism that is
perceived to be closely related to the
Bologna reform agenda.

Convergence or not?
e study has shown that there is a
trend towards converging structures
at the macro level (e.g. two-cycle
structure, use of credit points). However, curricular content, pedagogical
approaches, forms of assessment
clearly show more heterogeneity and
reﬂect to a large extent existing diﬀerences in national traditions, academic
cultures, styles of teaching and learning. ere is a high amount of
heterogeneity at the institutional and
programme level, which has implications for the question whether
recognition should be based on similarity or on equivalence. Key skills and
competences for professional practice
as well as support in the transition
phases before entering Physics studies
and aer graduation are receiving
increased attention. Apart from the
UK and Ireland, academic teaching
staﬀ prefers to train their students up
to the Master level. ■
Barbara M. Kehm,
International Centre for Higher
Education Research, University of
Kassel (INCHER-Kassel) Germany
III

Book review: “observing photons in space”
Martin C.E. Huber, Anuschka Pauluhn, J.L. Culhane, J.G. Timothy,
Klaus Wilhelm and Alex Zehnder, Editors.
ISSI Scientific Report SR-009, 2010, ESA Publications Division.
The deceptively simple title of this
book disguises the vast range of topics
covered. The editors and authors have
shown great courage in confronting all
aspects, scientiﬁc and technologic, of
the observation by remote sensing of
astronomical and cosmological sources.
Not included are studies of the earth
and the earth environment, nor measurements made by in situ observations.
Use of the word “space” implies observations made from platforms above the
earth’s atmosphere.
The ﬁrst quarter of the book deals with the
basic science of the emission, transmission
and detection of photons
over a very large range of
energies (a factor of over
1020). The remainder, the
main body of the work, treats
the techniques involved in
the design and construction
of the required instruments.
Observations from space,
apart from covering new
ranges of photon energies,
are exceptionally demanding in terms of
the hostile environment, restricted
human accessibility and the need for
extreme reliability. For these reasons, such
instruments represent the ultimate in
conception and performance. Some 27
chapters present the design of telescopes,
energy analysers and detectors over this
wide range. Each has been prepared by
one or more of the leading experts in their
ﬁeld and is at the frontier of its subject. It is
not possible in this review to comment on
each. A useful summary of detector types
and their characteristics is presented as
Chapter 20 by A. Pauluhn. On the scientiﬁc side, the Chapter 2 by K. Wilhelm and
C. Frohlich presents a good exposé of the
basic physics involved in the emission,
transport and detection of photons.
R.-M. Bonnet and L. Woltjer in their Foreword to the book express concern for the
progressive disappearance of the trained

experimentalists that have made space
research so successful up to the present.
This is in my view an inevitable consequence of the increasing complexity of
both science and technology, rendering
diﬃcult the reality of an education that
covers both. So, we have more and more
specialisation, separating the roles of
scientists, experimentalists and engineers. This is a major and increasing
problem for the future. In our search
for solutions, we must strive to bring
together these diﬀerent sides of our
profession, wherever possible.The importance of the present book lies squarely in
this perspective. This is the
strategy that has led to the
outstanding results in space
science today. It would
be good to think that
today’s students will give
equal weight to the science
and the technology. Other
eﬀorts could be directed
towards encouraging a
structure for our science
programmes in which science and technology can work closely together in
integrated project teams.
The book is published by ESA in the ISSI
Report series. It is to be regretted if this
limits its wider availability.“Observing Photons in Space”may be ordered on-line from
ESA via the address1 www.spacebooksonline.com/index.php?cPath=113. This
work is a deﬁnitive and authoritative presentation, having a wide application for
those involved in the conception and
realisation of space observations, both
as students and practicing professionals.
Alan Gabriel,
Institut d’Astrophysique Spatiale,
Orsay, France
1

Should the book supply at ESA become exhausted, interested buyers are advised to address
secretary@issibern.ch for reserve copies.
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ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR PHYSICS

Optimization of MEOP
experiment performed at
elevated 3He pressures
It was demonstrated about ﬁfteen years ago that hyperpolarized 3He gas can be used as an inhaled contrast agent in
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) of human lungs. Since
then, the technique has proved successful in anatomical and
dynamic ventilation studies, which are not feasible by the
standard proton MRI. One of the methods to obtain 3He gas of
high polarization is Metastability Exchange Optical Pumping
(MEOP), which is usually performed at low operating pressure
of 1 mbar and at low magnetic ﬁeld of 1 mT. Recently it has
been shown that the MEOP method can be also performed at
elevated 3He gas pressure, up to 260 mbar, provided it is performed at high magnetic ﬁeld of 1.5 T or higher. Under these
operating conditions, one of the factors that limits the eﬃciency of the method is an inhomogeneous density
distribution of metastable state atoms produced by the RF discharge in the optical pumping cell (Fig.b). The paper shows
how the situation can be improved by matching the spatial
proﬁle of the pumping laser beam to the distribution of
metastable atoms. It is achieved by using a pair of axicons to
produce an annular, instead of conventional Gaussian beam
proﬁle (Fig.a). The obtained nuclear polarization of 3He gas
was up to 60% higher for pressures above 67 mbar (Fig.c).
This result opens the possibility of producing large quantities

of highly polarized 3He gas in a compact polarizer working in
high magnetic ﬁeld of medical MRI scanner. ■
III T. Dohnalik, A. Nikiel, T. Palasz, M. Suchanek,
G. Collier, M. Grenczuk, B. Glowacz and Z. Olejniczak
‘Optimization of the pumping laser beam spatial proﬁle in
the MEOP experiment performed at elevated 3He pressures’,
Eur. Phys. J. Appl. Phys. 54, 20802 (2011).

CONDENSED MATTER

Optical evidence of nematicity
in iron-based superconductors
A nematic order recently arose as a robust electronic state describing the nature of the pseudogap phase in the
high-temperature superconducting cuprates. In the ﬁeld of
liquid crystals, a nematic state derives from a transition breaking
the rotational symmetry of the high temperature phase but preserving the translational one. Besides the cuprates, the novel
iron-based superconductors in their parent and underdoped
phase recently emerged as an alternative playground for studying an electron nematicity in a correlated system.

 (a) reshape of the gaussian pump laser beam into the annular profile using

a pair of axicons, (b) Photograph of the rf discharge plasma afterglow in a
transversal plane of helium cell, (c) Steady-state nuclear polarization of 3He gas
vs pressure for two laser beam profiles.

 Temperature dependence of the dichroism Δσ1(ω)= σ1(ω,e||a)- σ1(ω,e||b) for
x=0.025 at selected frequencies compared to the dc anisotropy ratio (Δρ/ρ). The
anisotropy in the dc limit of the optical conductivity (Δρopt/ρ) is reported, as well.
The vertical dashed and dashed-dotted lines mark the magnetic and structural
phase transitions, respectively.

The iron-arsenide superconductors harbor indeed an antiferromagnetic ground state, which is either preceded or
12 EPN 42/3
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accompanied by a structural tetragonal-orthorhombic phase
transition at Ts. This structural transition breaks the four-fold
symmetry of the high-temperature lattice and leads to an anisotropic conducting state. This broken rotational symmetry
has thus a direct impact in the optical properties. We investigate the optical conductivity σ1(ω) with light polarized along
the in-plane orthorhombic a- and b-axes of Ba(Fe1-xCox)2As2
for x=0 and 2.5% under uniaxial pressure across their phase
transitions. The charge dynamics on these detwinned, single
domain samples reveals an in-plane optical anisotropy (i.e.,
linear dichroism) which extends to relatively high frequencies and at T>Ts. This reveals substantial nematic susceptibility
as well as the electronic nature of the structural transition.
Another key result consists in the opportunity to disentangle
the distinct behaviours of the Drude weights and scattering
rates of the itinerant charge carriers, which are both enhanced
along the a-axis with respect to the b-axis. Our ﬁndings allow
us to clarify the long-standing striking anisotropy (ρb>ρa) of
the dc resistivity. ■

 locus of the values of the hole effective masses compatible with the 38 mev

experimental value of the 1s-2s splitting (purple line). Similar plots for alternative
values of the dielectric constant (blue and green plots). The predictions of several
first principle calculations are plotted using red dots.

A. Dusza, A. Lucarelli, F. Pfuner, J.-H. Chu, I.R. Fisher
and L. Degiorgi,
‘Anisotropic charge dynamics in detwinned Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2’,
EPL 93, 37002 (2011).

model of H atom adapted to anisotropic masses and dielectric constants. This analysis permits to extract from the
experimental data, the couple of relevant values of the dielectric constant, to ﬁnd the locus for values for the on-axis and
in-plane hole eﬀective masses (purple line in the ﬁgure) fully
compatible with the measured value of the 1s-2s splitting. ■

MATERIAL SCIENCE

B. Gil, B. Guizal, D. Felbacq, and G. Bouchitté,
‘Quantitative interpretation of the excitonic splittings in aluminum nitride’, Eur. Phys. J. Appl. Phys. 53, 20303 (2011).

III

III

Quantitative interpretation
of the excitonic splittings
in aluminium nitride
Properties of free exciton are used to address the ﬁrst selfconsistent, all-optical determination of hole eﬀective masses
in aluminium nitride.
AlN is a wurtzite semiconductor, which appears to be very
promising as a substrate or as a buﬀer layer in many heteroepitaxial growths of devices like UV light emitting diodes, solar
blind light detectors, high power and/or high frequency operating ﬁeld-eﬀect transistors. Its thermal conductivity is
superior to that of GaN, which is today, word widely used as a
substrate for pulling forward the solid state lighting and the
Blue Ray laser technologies.
The growth of AlN was only very recently achieved as bulky
bowls or as hetero-epitaxial ﬁlms. The band gap of AlN
changes with the growth conditions, which is interpreted in
terms of residual strain ﬁelds existing in hetero-epitaxies. Here,
the model leading to the quantitative interpretation of the
evolution of the band gap of GaN under strain (B.Gil et al., PRB,
52, R17028, (1995)) is extended to AlN.
Improved crystalline quality and residual doping now allow
high-resolution optical spectroscopy. The origin of the experimental value of the 1s-2s excitonic splitting is analyzed using a

APPLIED PHYSICS

Particle accelerators for the
study of Cultural Heritage
This paper is a ﬁrst critical discussion of the contemporary role
that small particle accelerators play in the ﬁeld of applications
related to Cultural Heritage for non-destructive materials analysis and dating, such as ion beam analysis (IBA) and
accelerator mass spectroscopy (AMS). This analysis is put in
perspective by comparing accelerator-based methods to
other techniques, pointing out the corresponding pros and
cons. It is stressed that IBA can address questions that cannot
be answered by conventional techniques like X-ray ﬂuorescence (the latter having however the advantage of
portability). It is shown in particular that IBA can still yield unrivalled results thanks to novel uses of its potential, such as
providing elemental maps and resolving layer structures. This
was strikingly demonstrated in a recent PIXE (Particle Induced X-ray Emission) analysis at LABEC of Mantegna’s famous
painting Madonna con Bambino (see ﬁgure), which used the
scanning external proton microbeam set-up to produce a
high-resolution elemental mapping. The use of diﬀerent, even
EPN 42/3 13
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laser light. This cycling process of absorbing and emitting is
called Rabi oscillations, which might aﬀect the multiphoton
ionization rate.
In fact, we have revealed the strong suppression of the resonant two-photon ionization (1+1) rate of Ar+ ion that increases
according to the second power of laser intensity within the
framework of perturbation theory.
Our interpretation of the new results, the Rabi oscillation on
the course of the duration of a single light pulse of the VUV
free-electron laser plays the crucial role to determine the resonant two-photon ionization rate, bridges a gap between
multiphoton physics and quantum optics. ■
N. Miyauchi, J. Adachi, A. Yagishita, T. Sako,
F. Koike, T. Sato, A. Iwasaki, T. Okino, K. Yamanouchi,
K. Midorikawa, K. Yamakawa, F. Kannari, H. Nakano,
M. Nagasono, K. Tono, M. Yabashi, T. Ishikawa, T. Togashi,
H. Ohashi, H. Kimura and Y. Senba,
‘Three-photon double ionization of Ar studied by photoelectron spectroscopy using extreme ultraviolet free-electron
laser: Manifestation of resonance states of intermediate Ar+
ion’, J. Phys. B: At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 44, 07100 (2011).
III

 details of the painting by mantegna (above, part of the veil of the virgin;

below, the eye of the virgin), and corresponding X ray distribution maps obtained
by PiXe at the external scanning micro-beam set-up at infn-labeC.

precious, pigments to paint tiny details is thus pointed out,
which can be of great interest to art historians and restorers. In
addition, by utilizing the diﬀerent absorption rates of diﬀerent
X-ray energies, even the paint layer structure can sometimes
be reconstructed: for example, in the case shown in the
upper part of the ﬁgure, it is shown that the Virgin’s veil was
made with a gold paint over a background of ultramarine
blue, lightened with lead-white. No other technique can provide such information in a totally non-destructive way and
with no pick-up of samples. ■
P.A. Mandò, M.E. Fedi and N. Grassi,
‘The present role of small particle accelerators for the study
of Cultural Heritage’, Eur. Phys. J. Plus 126, 41 (2011).
III
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Suppression of resonant
two-photon ionization rate
by Rabi oscillation
In the form of resonantly enhanced multiphoton ionization
(REMPI), few-photon spectroscopy has become a tool in a
number of applications. This is because multiphoton ionization (n+1) rate increases in proportion to the (n+1)-th power
of laser intensity, where n is the number of photons for the
resonance excitation and the resonance enhances excitation
probability, compared to non-resonance channel.
Unlike REMPI in optical laser frequency regime, the intermediate resonance is reached by absorbing one photon in VUV
laser frequency regime. In such case, the resonance state
emits a photon with the same phase and frequency as the
14 EPN 42/3

 Correlation between rabi oscillations and the time-dependence of the ionization probability for the resonant two-photon ionization of ar+: (a) envelop of the
laser field, (b) and (c) the square norm of the probability amplitudes of the
ground g state (blue) and of the intermediate i state (red) for a weak and a strong
field case. The time-dependent ionization probability i.P. (green), is suppressed
during the second half cycle of the rabi oscillations for the strong field case (c)
due to the decrease in the probability amplitude of the intermediate state i.
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QUANTUM PHYSICS

Interaction control in ultracold
Fermi-Fermi mixtures
Many present-day experiments on ultracold quantum
gases crucially rely on the ability to control the interparticle
interaction via Feshbach resonances [C. Chin et al., Rev.
Mod. Phys. 82, 1225 (2010)]. Such resonances occur when
colliding atoms couple to a bound molecular state and
manifest themselves in a pronounced dependence of the
scattering length on the magnetic field (Fig.). This phenomenon provides experimentalists with a unique “tuning
knob” to control the two-body, few-body, and many-body
properties of the system.

D. Naik, A. Trenkwalder, C. Kohstall,
F.M. Spiegelhalder, M. Zaccanti, G. Hendl, F. Schreck,
R. Grimm, T. M. Hanna and P.S. Julienne,
‘Feshbach resonances in the 6Li-40K Fermi-Fermi mixture:
Elastic versus inelastic interactions’, Eur. Phys. J. D 61 Special
issue “Cold quantum matter…” (2011).
III

QUANTUM PHYSICS

Shortcut to adiabaticity
with ultracold atoms
Adiabatic transformations are widely used in physics, and for
instance are at the heart of the manipulation of quantum states.
In such transformations, the Hamiltonian should typically vary
slowly with time, such that the system always remains close to
equilibrium. The drawback is the long transition time, which in
some situations becomes unpractical due to ﬁnite lifetime or
coherence time of the state under study. Alternatively, a“shortcut to adiabaticity”is a speciﬁcally designed temporal trajectory
of the Hamiltonian, which connects the initial to the ﬁnal state
in a shorter time. The system is out of equilibrium during the
transition, but the ﬁnal state is identical to that obtained via an
adiabatic transition (Fig., upper panel).

 interaction control in a trapped fermi-fermi mixture of 6li and 40k atoms.
a feshbach resonance manifests itself in a pronounced dependence of the scattering length a on the magnetic field strength b. This facilitates wide interaction
tuning between the trapped species.

Ultracold mixtures of two fermionic species hold great
promise for synthesizing novel types of few- and manybody quantum states, including exotic types of superfluids.
The investigation of such systems has been pursued in the
collaborative project FerMix in the network EuroQUAM (an
ESF EUROCORE). The prime candidate for experimental realizations is a combination of the fermionic isotopes 6Li and
40
K. The article presents a state-of-the-art characterization
of Feshbach resonances in a mixture of two Fermi gases of
6
Li and 40K. A thorough case study is reported for a particularly promising resonance near a magnetic field strength of
155G, and the comparison of experimental results with
theory highlights the high understanding gained for the
system. A survey of other resonances allows experimentalists to identify the most suited “tuning knobs” in such
Fermi-Fermi systems.
The deep understanding of the collisional properties in
the ultracold domain opens towards all applications
concerning complex quantum states of strongly interacting fermionic matter. ■

 Top: Principle of
shortcut to adiabaticity. The blue and red
curves represent the
beC wave function and
trapping potential
respectively. below:
comparison of beC
excitations produced
by standard and shortcut decompressions.

We have applied this strategy for the ﬁrst time, to rapidly decompress an interacting Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) held in a
magnetic trap. Reducing the trap conﬁnement also shifts the
cloud vertically by a large amount, due to gravity. We implemented a 30 ms-long trajectory designed for a 10-fold reduction
of the trap frequency. Because of experimental imperfections,
the ﬁnal state we obtained is not an equilibrium one. However,
we were able to demonstrate a large reduction of BEC excitations (dipole and breathing modes) when comparing the
shortcut to other standard decompression schemes (Fig., lower
EPN 42/3 15
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panel). This trajectory was also shown to work for a thermal
cloud with negligible interactions, hinting at the broad range
of application of this technique. ■
J.-F. Schaﬀ, X.-L. Song, P. Capuzzi, P. Vignolo and
G. Labeyrie,
‘Shortcut to adiabaticity for an interacting Bose-Einstein
condensate’, EPL 93, 23001 (2011).

A. Ramezanpour, J. Realpe-Gomez and R. Zecchina,
‘Statistical physics approach to graphical games: local and
global interactions’, Eur. Phys. J. B 80, 555 (2011).
III

III

STATISTICAL PHYSICS

Statistical physics approach to
graphical games
A graphical game is a mathematical framework to analyse
strategic interactions among self-interested agents who play
only with their neighbours in a graph. It usually makes predictions in terms of equilibrium concepts, chief among which
is the Nash equilibrium: a conﬁguration of strategies where
nobody has a unilateral incentive to deviate. The problem of
ﬁnding a Nash equilibrium is believed to be computationally
intractable. In this work we show how to use methods from
statistical physics of disordered systems to develop eﬃcient
and fully distributed (approximate) algorithms to tackle this
problem. Furthermore, motivated by the recent interest in
the study of the interplay between local and global interactions in multi-agent systems, we propose a new compact
representation of games that extends over graphical games to
deal conveniently with a global interaction and show how to
extend the methods to this new case. We also derive the
phase diagrams of diﬀerent ensembles of random graphical
games and study the structure of the corresponding space of
solutions. Evidence of HARD/EASY phase transitions is found
in some cases. ■
 network of agents playing a graphical game. The payoff matrices depend both
on the local neighbourhoods and on some aggregate signal. The equilibriums
are reached by exchanging local messages and their overall geometrical structure
can be analyzed by statistical physics techniques.

CONDENSED MATTER

Spin-charge locking and
tunnelling into a helical metal
Spintronics aims at exploiting the electron spin for new device
functionalities. In recent years a new spintronic paradigm, based
on the spin-orbit interaction, has been proposed aiming to gain
spin control by electric ﬁelds. In this respect, topological insulators (TI) appear as a very promising opportunity. At the surface
of a TI gapless excitations occur with extraordinarily strong spinorbit coupling: a given surface momentum is associated with a
single spin direction, such that the states on the Fermi surface
have a well-deﬁned helicity.

 a ferromagnet (green) that is coupled to a topological insulator (grey) such
that electrons can tunnel between the two materials. it is found that a current
flow in the surface states of the topological insulator strongly modifies the
tunnelling current.

In this paper we present a theoretical study of the dynamics of
the electrons moving on the surface of a three-dimensional TI,
i.e. in a two-dimensional helical metal (HM). When the HM is
brought into contact with a ferromagnet, there arises an
unconventional magnetoresistance. The origin of the eﬀect is
the spin-orbit coupling: since the electron momentum is
connected to a single spin state, a current ﬂow creates a nonequilibrium spin polarization. This current-induced spin
polarization increases or decreases the spin dependent voltage diﬀerence between the helical metal and the majority or
minority carriers in the FM and thus modiﬁes the tunnelling
current. By reversing the ﬂow of the current in the helical
metal the two spin species exchange their role. In the ideal
case the tunnelling current between the FM and the HM can
be switched on and oﬀ depending on the relative orientation
of the magnetization of the FM with respect to the direction of
the current ﬂow in the HM. ■
P. Schwab, R. Raimondi and C. Gorini,
‘Spin-Charge Locking and Tunnelling into a Helical Metal’,
EPL 93, 67004 (2011).
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Mag(net)ic
Liquid Mountains
When exposed to a transversal magnetic ﬁeld, a layer of ferroﬂuid
may exhibit surprising surface structures. Their topography can now
be measured precisely by means of X-rays. This allows new insights
in the laws of pattern formation for these static deformations.

S

ome 650 years ago magnetic mountains were
reported to attract and capture bypassing ships
which contained too many nails.Today the interest has shied from the nail to the nano-scale.
Magnetic liquids or Ferrofluids are colloidal dispersions
of magnetic nano-particles in a carrier liquid like water
or silicon oil [1]. e particles have a diameter around 10
nm and are prevented from sticking together by a cover of
tensides, or by electric charges. In this way magnetic
liquids with susceptibilities from one to ten are synthesized. In comparison, a natural paramagnetic ﬂuid - liquid
oxygen - has only a susceptibility of 3•103. erefore these
ﬂuids are said to be superparamagnetic.
Like other paramagnetic materials, ferroﬂuids are drawn
towards regions of higher ﬁeld strength. Due to its large
susceptibility, the ﬂuid interface can take shapes that are
unstable for ordinary ﬂuids. is is utilized, e.g., in rotary
feedthroughs, which seal most hard disc drives.
Magnetic forces are absent in a homogeneous magnetic ﬁeld, oriented vertically to a ferroﬂuid layer. Should
there be a small disturbance of the ﬂat layer, then the
magnetic induction is increased at a wave crest, whereas
it is reduced in a through, as sketched in Fig. 2. When
the externally applied ﬁeld exceeds a critical value, the
self-generated ﬁeld inhomogeneities are suﬃcient to
attract more ferroﬂuid against gravitation and surface
tension. e liquid crests grow further, which increases
the ﬁeld gradient even more. Eventually magnetic liquid
mountains emerge (c.f. Fig. 1). is pattern-forming
instability has been reported by Cowley & Rosensweig
[2] soon aer the synthesis of the ﬁrst ferroﬂuids.

Besides the elegance of the Rosensweig pattern there are
more down-to-earth reasons for its study. Pattern formation was mostly investigated in systems with a continuous
energy input [3], like Rayleigh-Bénard convection in a
liquid layer heated from below. However, patterns evolve
as well in systems without permanent energy dissipation, like in elastic shells, which buckle under a load.
ose systems excel, because they have an energy functional. is is also true for the Rosensweig instability,
which can nicely be controlled by the external ﬁeld.
However, for long the cliﬀy and gloomy crests delivered a
ﬁerce resistance against quantitative analysis. is was
overcome by radioscopy (see box).
Whereas the onset of the instability and the growing
pattern of small amplitude are amenable to a linear

 fig. 1:

Hexagonal
arrangement of
liquid crests of
ferrofluid in the
succession of
the rosensweig
instability. The
diameter of the
vessel is 12 cm.

 fig. 2:
The magnetic
field lines are
focused in a peak
of ferrofluid
(courtesy of
a. boudouvis,
athens).

Measuring the topography by means of X-rays

X-rays which are penetrating
spikes are more attenuated than
those trespassing troughs of the
pattern. After calibration the full
surface topography can be
reconstructed with micrometer
precision [4]. Examples are shown
in Fig. 4 and 7.
 fig. 3: Sketch of the setup.
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the solidification of crystals out of a melt, by thermal
activation. However, in our macroscopic system kBT
is not sufficient to initiate a new row of spikes. Thus
the wave front locks. The amplitude scaling of a
ferrosoliton, as shown in Fig.4, was recovered also
numerically [11].
Moreover we recently found an alternative path to ferrosolitons. Aer preparing a full yet unstable pattern in
the bistable regime, the pattern decays and oen ferrosolitons appear alone or in patches [12]. is occurs in
the neighbourhood of the unstable branch of the bifurcation diagram, as marked in Fig.4 by the red line. In
models this range has attracted much attention because
here a complex intertwined structure (homoclinic snaking) gives rise to localized states [13].

 fig. 4:
amplitude of
the rosensweig
pattern for
increasing
(green) and
decreasing (blue)
induction. The
black symbols
mark the height
of a localized
state [8].

description [5] the fully developed spike patterns
remain a challenge - both for experiments and nonlinear models. Below we will summarize recent
measurements of hexagonal, solitary and square
spike configurations.

Hexagons
For supercritical magnetic induction a surface perturbation will grow until the gain in magnetic ﬁeld energy
is compensated by the losses due to hydrostatic and surface energy. e three terms make up a free-energy
functional. Its minimization predicts a hexagonal array
of spikes to be the ﬁrst stable pattern, which appears due
to a transcritical bifurcation [6]. We have checked the
predicted scaling [6,7] by means of radioscopy. e
green and blue data points in Fig.4 mark the hysteretic
evolution of the pattern amplitude for increasing and
decreasing induction, respectively [8]. e solid lines
give a ﬁt to the solution of the amplitude equations [6].
Solving the Young-Laplace and Maxwell equations the
full topography for the actual nonlinear magnetization
has been calculated [9]. Figure 5 compares numerical
and experimental results.

Localized states

“

In addition to the hexagonal pattern we can generate,
in the bistable regime (cf. Fig.4), a localized state, as
shown in Fig.6. This ”ferrosoliton” is initiated by a
short, local perturbation of the
liquid surface or the magnetic
induction [8]. Here the question
arises: what hinders such a perturbation from propagating into
the whole layer? Why does not a
full Rosensweig pattern appear? As suggested by
Yves Pomeau [10], the propagation of the wave front is
locked by the periodicity of the pattern itself. This
effect is camouflaged in the microscopic regime, e.g., at

why does the wave front
not propagate?
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”

 fig. 5: experimental (blue circles) and numerical (red line) results for
the spike profile of the hexagonal rosensweig pattern [9].

Squares
For higher inductions a transition from hexagonal to
square symmetry is predicted [6,7] and found experimentally [14]. Figure 7 shows the ﬁnal state. To illustrate
the transition, Fig.8 shows structures (or ‘tessellations’)
arising at four inductions. e black dots mark the center of the cusps. e ‘Voronoi tessellation’ is deﬁned by
the nearest neighbours around each center. e color
of each polygonal cell is coded from the maximum
 fig. 6: a localized state in the bistable regime of the rosensweig instability.
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 fig. 7:
measurement
of a square
lattice of spikes,
resembling an
egg carton.

angle enclosed by the rays emanating from the center to
the corners of the cell. For a regular hexagon this angle
is 60° and for a square 90°. With this coding we unveil
that the squares appear in patches. is block-wise
transformation may be again a consequence of a wave
front locking [14].

Conclusion
We have surveyed only some of the many aspects of
surface instabilities in ferroﬂuids. Adding, e.g., a horizontal ﬁeld component gives rise to ridges and stretched
hexagons, whereas a temporal modulation may result in
spatio-temporal complexity. All this and a more quantitative treatment is found in the reviews [1,15].
Warning: when approaching “magnetic liquid mountains” more closely, the reader may be captured like the
ancient ships. ■
 fig. 8: Transition from a hexagonal to a square lattice for increasing
induction. The bar indicates the colour coding derived from the maximum
central angle of each voronoi-cell [14].

(a)

(b)
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nature uses a large number of optical
phenomena to create a vast array of coloured
appearances. The brightest colours and most
dazzling optical eﬀects are often those which
are created through the use of intricate
microstructures that manipulate light.
Bio-inspired designs are increasingly
leading to improvements in diverse arrays
of products for which manipulation of
light and appearance is important.

T

he natural world exhibits many examples of
eﬃcient design and specialised functionality.
Scientists have long sought inspiration from
the natural world; biomimetic design is responsible for many everyday products, for example
Velcro. Inspired by the minute hooks on the seeds of the
burdock plant, Swiss engineer George de Mestral produced a synthetic mimic which has since found a multitude
of applications. Optical biomimetics is a research discipline inspired by optical systems found in nature and by
the bright appearances that oen result from such systems. Colour in nature can be attributed either to
wavelength-selective absorption by chemical pigments,
to colour from wavelength-selective reﬂection from
micro-scale structure, or a combination of both. Structural colour can oﬀer ultra-brightness and saturation, as
well as oﬀering other interesting properties such as iridescence and polarisation-dependant reﬂection.
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Highly saturated colours, such as those found on the
blue wings of many Morpho butterﬂies, oen result
from coherent scattering [1]. is arises when light is
scattered from periodically-arranged discrete changes
in refractive index.A strongly scattered reﬂection maximum arises at a given wavelength and therefore with a
distinctive colour. e colour depends on the periodicity, the refractive indices of the materials and the
angles of illumination and observation.
Multilayer structures that oﬀer such periodicity are
common in nature. ey are oen found in brightly
coloured beetle species such as the buprestid Chrysochroa raja (shown in ﬁgure 1) [2]. In this species a 1.5 µm
layer on the wing casing surface contains alternating
layers of two materials, each with a thickness of
approximately 100 nm. e characteristic reﬂection
from this structure is the bright green colour seen at
normal incidence. e reﬂected colour shis towards
blue at higher incident angles, a feature of the iridescent eﬀect (notice in ﬁgure 1 where the outer edges of
the wing casings appear blue).
The bright blue of many Morpho butterfly wings is
the result of a discrete multilayer structure [1]. Each
wing is imbricated with a layer of scales which feature prominent structural ridges. A series of lamellae
protrude from each ridge giving it ‘Christmas tree’like profile in cross-section (see figure 1). The
periodicity of the discrete multilayer and the large
number of lamellae result in an intense blue reflection (up to 80%) that can be seen ‘from a quarter mile
off ’ [1]. Long-range signalling is the likely function of
such colouration.

biomimeTiC PHoToniC deSign feaTureS

reflection results from coherent scattering from the
periodically-arranged scattering centres that make
up the crystal [3].
Each scale comprises discrete domains; these are
regions where the orientation of the same 3D crystalline structure is changed. The characteristic
reflectance from each domain is thus slightly different. As the domain size is below the resolution limit
of the human eye, the macroscopically perceived
colour is an additive mix of all of the domain colours.
Rotation of the viewing angle, therefore, has little
effect on the perceived colour; the domained structure creates angle-independent colour [3].

Bright whiteness of highly
disordered systems

Photonic crystals in nature
The term ‘photonic crystal’ applies to any ordered
sub-wavelength structure that affects the propagation
of light, such as the 1D periodic systems described
above. The term is more often applied, however, to
3D ordered crystals. The weevil Eupholus magnificus
is one example of many 3D photonic crystal systems
found in nature. E. magnificus exhibits a chitin
matrix within its scales which is periodically perforated with air holes (figure 2). This 3D structure acts
in a similar manner to a 1D structure, a coloured

e highly periodic structures described so far are responsible for bright saturated colours. e converse of
this is a highly disordered system which results in bright
whiteness. Periodic structures produce relatively saturated colours. Aperiodic structures, however, produce
white appearances since all wavelengths are scattered
approximately equally. Such disordered systems have
been identiﬁed both in butterﬂies (Pieris rapae) and in
several species of beetle. Both Cyphochilus (ﬁgure 2) and
Lepidiota stigma have a coating of white scales which
contain a highly disordered ﬁlamentary structure [4].
Structural analysis conﬁrms the absence of periodicity
and indicates that the system is highly optimised for
maximum optical scatter and thus whiteness and
brightness. e whiteness of these scales, those of
Cyphochilus in particular, compares favourably with
those measured from many synthetic materials.

(a)

(b)

 fig. 1: both
Chrysochroa raja
(a) and many
species of Morpho
butterfly
(b) derive their
bright colours
through
constructive
interference
of light reflected
from their
periodic microstructured
surfaces (as
seen in the
accompanying
structural
images).
Scale bars (a)
900 nm (b)
1.8 µm. (beetle
image in (a)
courtesy of dr.
joseph noyes).
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Mimicking nature’s design Structurally coloured fabric and cosmetics
Designing and developing applications for optical functions through bio-inspiration has gained momentum in
the last decade. Lepidoptera, which display some of the
brightest colours, have been at the forefront of this inspiration. e brilliant blue Morpho butterﬂy has
provided inspiration for two diverse products. L’Oreal
has pioneered bio-optical inspiration in the cosmetics
industry. By mimicking the manner in which light
interacts with Morpho scales, but using synthetic materials to form periodic nanostructures, L’Oreal has
created a photonic cosmetic product which contains
no chemical pigments (see ﬁgure 3).
Morpho species were also arguably the inspiration for a
structurally coloured fabric known as Morphotex [5]. e
ﬁbre contains no dye but produces its colour through
coherent scattering. 61 layers of polyester and nylon are
laminated together into a multilayer structure. Altering
the layer periodicity produces a ﬁbre which is either red,
blue, green or violet in colour. e fabric contains no dye,
which has both economic and environmental beneﬁts.
e structural nature of the colour means that the fabric
exhibits unlimited lightfastness. is makes it a desirable
product for applications in the fashion industry (see ﬁgure
3) and automotive or domestic furnishing textiles.
A further bio-inspired fabric technology which is in
development is an ‘optical shield’ coating, inspired by
the Cyphochilus structure [6]. e beetle’s disordered
ﬁlamentary structure reﬂects visible and UV wavelength

(a)

 fig. 2:
(a) The bright
green coloured
stripes of Eupholus magnificus
result from interference of light
reflected from
parallel planes in
its 3d photonic
crystal structure.
(b) a highly
disordered
filamentary
structure gives
Cyphochilus a distinctive bright
white appearance. Scale bars:
(a) 2 µm (b) 3 µm.
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light with remarkable eﬃciency. e structure, therefore,
acts as an extremely eﬀective and eﬃcient optical ‘shield’
for visible and UV wavelengths.
e technology for this comprises electro-spun plastic
nanoﬁber webs [6]. Optimum whiteness is achieved
with nanoﬁbers that have an average diameter of 250 nm;
this is similar to the ﬁlament diameters of Cyphochilus. In
this application it is the optical shielding that the structure oﬀers that is important. Polyurethane (PU) foam is
widely used in the clothing industry but suﬀers from
unsightly yellowing upon UV irradiation. ese nanoﬁber web coating layers provide good UV protection and
can be sprayed directly onto the PU foam product, thereby simplifying its manufacturing process.

Bio-inspired improvements
in paper industry
e paper industry is another example where bio-inspiration is being implemented to improve a technology
[7]. In this industry whiteness, brightness and opacity
are the key factors when characterising a product.
Brightness measurements indicate that the Cyphochilus
structure is more eﬃcient than conventional claybased paper coatings. Ultra-high eﬃciency bio-inspired
coatings could conceivably reduce coating material
requirements with no detrimental optical eﬀects.
Optimisation of the beetle structure’s filling fraction,
scattering centre size and spacing appears to underpin its exceptional whiteness. Optimisation of the
paper coating layer in a similar manner would see an

(b)

(a)

improvement in its whiteness and brightness properties. The paper coating structure consists of air pores,
which act as discrete scattering units, within a mineral
particle matrix. The air-pore size is intrinsically linked to the mineral particle size and therefore
concurrent optimisation of both the air-pore size and
spatial density is not possible. A compromise is
sought which avoids ‘optical crowding’, a phenomenon where adjacent scattering centres interact and act
as a less efficient composite system. The Cyphochilus
structure limits this effect by de-coupling the relationship between the fibril and air void sizes.
A multi-mineral blend with a mixture of particle sizes
could conceivably achieve a similar de-coupling aﬀect
in a paper coating layer, thereby optimising its optical
properties. Whilst current mineral coating technologies do not allow accurate replication of the Cyphochilus
structure, understanding the design that underpins the
beetle’s optical performance allows mineral design parameters to be mapped in a systematic manner in order to
enable optimisation of the coating layer [7].

(b)

The Future
Nature provides a wonderful database from which to
borrow ideas, concepts and designs. Investigation of
natural samples leads to the discovery of ideas and designs which have been optimised for distinct biological
functions. Bio-inspired design has already led to innovations in several ﬁelds; we have presented here just a
few examples of the applications which are under development. e success of products such as Morphotex
and L’Oreal’s photonic cosmetics are prime examples of
successful bio-inspired design.We are likely to see many
more bio-inspired optical products, devices and technologies in the near future. ■
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 fig. 3: (a) l’oreal has developed a range of bio-inspired photonic cosmetics which contain no chemical pigments. (image courtesy of l’oreal).
(b) Morphotex fabric in use in the fashion industry, dress designed by
donna Sgro. (image courtesy of donna Sgro / Stephen reinhardt).
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Electriﬁcation of our increasingly sophisticated society will proliferate
rapidly during this century. A key element in the electricity supply chain
is storage of electricity. Hydrogen and lithium have proved to be safe and
reliable elements for electrical storage, yielding present-day rechargeable
nickel-Metal Hydride (niMH) and lithium-ion batteries [1]. Underlying
this development is basic research into thin ﬁlm materials [2,3]. innovative
battery concepts include the 3D-integrated all-solid-state battery enabling
future autonomous devices, large-scale storage and medical implants [1,4,5].

S

mall rechargeable batteries are of crucial
importance to our “portable” society. Wellknown examples are mobile phones, laptop
computers and digital cameras.A strong tendency exists toward widening the range of application
of rechargeable batteries extending to very large and
very small appliances, see Figure 1.
e so-called hybrid cars are evidence of successful
large batteries. e future of (plug-in) electrical vehicles,
in combination with smart electricity grids, will depend
on large-scale rechargeable batteries for storage. Electricity storage is also essential to the feasibility of
sustainable energy generated by decentralized, intermittent sources such as solar, wind and tidal power.
At the other end of the “spectrum”, small-sized integrated batteries are expected to become more and
more important in our daily lives, feeding numerous
wireless autonomous devices that will control our
future working and living environment. This new
electronic revolution has been coined “ambient intelligence” and is considered to be the next challenge in
our information-driven age. Already, the use of
miniature autonomous devices for medical applications, such as implants controlling our own body, is
growing rapidly.

 artist
impression of
the functioning
of an implanted
autonomous
device, such as
an electronic pill.

Autonomous devices
Figure 2a shows an example of our future oﬃces and
homes equipped with wireless sensors. It features a
powerful central computer connected to the internet
and communicating with the outside world. e walls
of these buildings will be littered by autonomous
devices, like specks of dust or smart dust, measuring and
controlling physical parameters such as temperature,
humidity and light intensity. Another example of autonomous devices is medical implants used to stimulate
nerves and muscles and to deliver drugs in vivo by
miniaturized electronic pills see Figure 2b.
Characteristic for small autonomous devices is the
need for wireless operation, implying that on-board
electricity is essential. When devices are becoming
smaller it becomes more complicated to assemble
EPN 42/3 25
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these from individual components, whilst the share
(a)
of inactive overhead material, e.g. the package,
increases significantly. This leads to on-chip integration of sensor and controller. As the energy
consumption will be small, this opens up the further
possibility to also integrate the battery. Here, allsolid-state batteries are preferred as this excludes the
risk of liquid electrolyte leakage.
Electricity can be stored eﬀectively in either capacitors
or batteries. In capacitors, charge carriers are physically
accumulating at the electrode/dielectric interface. Since
the energy stored in capacitors is proportional to the
interface area, one way to increase the amount of charge
is to enlarge the active surface area. More eﬃcient storage of electrical energy can be achieved in batteries,
 fig. 1: in
the near future,
rechargeable batteries will power
a wide variety
of electronic
applications.
This will range
from electrical
vehicles, to micro
co-generation
units, to portable
consumer
electronics, to
small-sized
autonomous
wireless devices,
each characterized by its energy
storage needs.

 fig. 2: (a)
Communication
inside our future
offices and houses
by means of wireless sensor nodes
creating ambient
intelligence (see
text). The inset at
the upper left side
shows in somewhat more detail
the various functions of these
wireless sensors.
(b) examples illustrating integrated
all-solid-state
batteries in
future medical
applications,
including
implants for
nerve/muscle
stimulation and
drug delivery
by implanted
electronic pills.
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(a)

(b)
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because electrons not only accumulate at the electrode/electrolyte interface, but also are converted into
chemical energy, which subsequently is stored inside the
battery electrodes. is results in at least a four orders of
magnitude increase of the energy density in batteries in
comparison with capacitors [4].
Unfortunately, the energy density of existing planar allsolid-state batteries is rather poor considering the
energy demand of many autonomous devices. ese
planar systems are based on metallic lithium serving as
anode with N-doped Li3(PO)4 (LiPON) serving as
solid-state electrolyte [6]. e use of the extremely reactive metallic lithium requires an expensive packaging
technology. Moreover, pure lithium is highly volatile
and melts at about 181°C, a temperature lower than the
soldering temperature usually applied in the electronic
industry. erefore, it would be an advantage to make
use of the more stable, so-called intercalation materials,
which can store lithium safely at high energy density
inside the electrodes. Several new concepts have been
proposed all based on 3D-batteries, making use of the
combined eﬀect of intercalation materials and surface
area enlargement [7]. One of these methods exploits
modern IC-technology and makes use of the excellent
storage capabilities of thin ﬁlm silicon anodes, as will be
highlighted below.

Electrochemical storage of Lithium
in Silicon
Silicon is an excellent intercalation material for lithium.
According to the phase diagram approximately four
lithium atoms can be stored per silicon atom, making
this electrode material extremely high energy dense. As
a consequence of the high lithium content, the volume

expansion is also extraordinary, inducing repeated
decrepitation of silicon upon lithium during storage
and release [4]. is causes severe contact problems
inside the electrode and hence a poor cycle life.
It has, however, been shown that thin ﬁlms of silicon are
mechanically much more stable, because the lattice
expansion only takes place normal to the surface [8]. In
order to study such thin-ﬁlm electrodes electrochemically, a silicon wafer has been fully covered with a 70 nm
thick TiN barrier layer followed by a well-deﬁned surface area of 60 nm thick poly-silicon, acting as anode,
see top-view in Figure 3a.A cross-section of such conﬁguration is shown in Figure 3b. TiN serves both as
electronic conducting material and as ionic barrier for
lithium ions, preventing lithium from diﬀusing into the
silicon substrate [9] e amount of active silicon in the
thin ﬁlm has accurately been quantiﬁed by Rutherford
Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS) [5].
Figure 3c shows the lithium storage performance of a
silicon thin-film electrode when applying a constant
current I. The silicon electrode voltage E has been
measured with respect to a metallic lithium reference
electrode and the amount of charge Q =⌠⌡ I•dt is plotted on the abscissa. Several intercalation stages can
be distinguished in the voltage curve, corresponding
to various nano-crystalline phase transitions.
Applying different currents and plotting these as a
function of the electrode potential, a semi-logarithmic dependence is to be expected, in line with general
electrochemical rate laws for charge transfer reactions
[5]. Deviation from this linear behaviour beyond
ln(A) = -8, i.e., (dis)charging in less than 10 minutes,
is due to lithium diffusion limitations inside the silicon electrode. The life cycle performance was found

 fig. 3:Top view
(a) and cross-section (b) of a silicon
thin film (60 nm)
electrode
deposited by LowPressure Chemical
Vapor Deposition
on a 70 nm thick
Tin barrier layer,
deposited by
Atomic Layer Deposition. graphs of
the electrode voltage E vs. stored
charge Q (c) show
that silicon has a
much higher
reversible storage
capacity than
graphite, which
nowadays is the
standard anode
material in almost
all conventional
li-ion batteries.
The inset shows
that the charge
transfer reaction
is rate-determining up to high
currents. at higher currents
deviation from
this straight line
indicates that
ionic transport of
lithium ions in
these thin films
start to play a
role. reproduced
with permission
from wiley [5].

(a)

(b)

(c)
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 fig. 4:
3d-integrated
all-solid-state
battery for
powering
autonomous
devices. (a) The
various layers
indicated are
deposited in
high-aspect-ratio
trenches etched
in, for example,
silicon. (b) The
geometry of the
structure is characterized by
footprint dimensions (L and l),
trench height (h)
and width (w)
and the spacing
between successive trenches (s).
(c) and (d)
autonomous
power supply
unit consisting of
3d-integrated
all-solid-state
lithium-ion batteries combined
with electricity
generating
devices, such as a
photovoltaic cell
(c) and a bioinspired fuel cell
(d). reproduced
with permission
from wiley [4,10].

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

to be excellent with the silicon electrode covered by
solid-state electrolyte, showing hardly any degradation, thus making these electrodes suitable for long
life application [4].
e most striking aspect, however, is the extremely high
energy density compared with graphite electrodes used
in conventional Li-ion batteries as anode material. Only
372 mAh/g can be stored reversibly in graphite compared with ~3500 mAh/g in silicon. is truly is an
impressive improvement in energy density and, together with the long cycle-life, makes it an attractive
system to be implemented in 3-D integrated all-solidstate batteries.

3D-integrated all-solid-state battery
concept
All-solid-state integrated batteries consist of thin-ﬁlm
barrier layers covering anisotropically etched singlecrystal silicon, yielding a large surface area substrate as
is illustrated in Figure 4a. Subsequently, various active
battery layers are deposited homogeneously inside this
structured substrate, starting with a thin ﬁlm Si-anode,
a solid-state electrolyte and a thin ﬁlm acting as cathode
(e.g., LiCoO2). In order to match the lithium capacity of
both electrodes, the cathode should be about 20 times
28 EPN 42/3

thicker than the Si-anode. Deposition of a second current collector completes the 3D-battery integration.
Deﬁning the dimensions of the 3D-trench structure
(Figure 4b) by width (w), height (h) and spacing between trenches (s) plus the characteristics of the
electrode and electrolyte materials, the surface area
enlargement (A) can be calculated according to
L-s
A = l+2h—
(1)
L(w+s)
where L and l represents the footprint dimensions.
Using standard etching technology, an area enlargement
of 25 can easily be achieved [5]. Such surface area enlargement combined with the energy densities of the
active materials, result in 3D-integrated batteries with
energy density of ~1.5 mAh·μm-1cm-2 footprint area.
With an operating voltage of about 3.5 V, a single-sided
device is therefore expected to store ~5 mWh·μm-1cm-2.
Obviously, a double-sided process will further increase
these numbers. Some experimental results towards 3Dintegrated batteries are shown in Figure 5, including
Reactive Ion Etched trenches (a) and holes (b). Using
Chemical Vapor Deposition and/or Atomic Layer Deposition various active layers have been step-conformal
deposited, examples of which are 3D-Si anodes (c) and
3D-LiCoO2 cathodes (d) [10].

3d-inTegraTed all-Solid-STaTe baTTerieS feaTureS

outlook
A new 3D-integrated all-solid-state battery concept
has been presented [4,5] This concept is based on the
step-conformal deposition of various (in)active
layers on a high surface area silicon substrates obtained by micro-etching. Due to the large surface area
enhancement, the proposed battery concept will
improve the storage capacity of future 3D-integrated
all-solid-state Li-ion micro-batteries significantly
and offers interesting integration options. In future,
fully autonomous power supply units can be designed by combining this battery concept with an
electricity-generating device. In case of light being
available, a solar cell combination is very effective
(Fig. 4c). When light is lacking, as is the case for
medical implants, an integrated bio-inspired fuel-cell
running on glucose may be employed (Fig. 4d).
Recently, a mathematical model has been developed
that simulates the power and energy performance of
these 3D-integrated all-solid-state devices in their
various applications [11]. ■
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G287-G294.

[11] D. Danilov, R. Niessen and P.H.L. Notten, J. Electrochem. Soc
158, A215 (2011).

(b)

 fig. 5:
High-aspect-ratio
etching of
trenches (a)
and pores (b) in
mono-crystalline
silicon. Highaspect-ratio
deposition of
a 60 nm silicon
anode thin film
on top of a 70 nm
Tin barrier layer
(c) and 500 nm
thick liCoo2
cathode thin
film (d) inside
trenches [10].

(a)

(d)
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About Muddy Cyclists
I read with amusement in a recent Europhysics News the witty piece by Jo
Hermans about Muddy Cyclists [1], discussing about the critical speed when a
cyclist, riding on a muddy road, is spattered by mud
detaching from his back wheel.
He quotes a calculation by
Fokke Tuinstra, yielding a
value of 12 km/h, assuming a
cycle of standard size, evidently without mudguard.
It is interesting to note that
cycling and cycles are a favourite among physicists – the
dynamic equilibrium is a fascinating problem, and a
dangerous one for the apprentice cyclist. I happened to
make a brief bibliographical
search about cycling scientists.
e most prominent is
Zéphyrin Brioché, alias "le
savant Cosinus" [2] in the
famous "L'idée ﬁxe du savant
Cosinus", an excellent initiation to the psychosociology
of scientists. Aer many unsuccessful theoretical
attempts to formalize the cycle equilibrium, Cosinus

A

Coming soon:
"physics of daily life" as a booklet
Jo Hermans, passionate cyclist and author of
the "Physics in daily life" column since 2003,
has decided to take a well-deserved break
from explaining to us the miracles of our
daily surroundings. However, this page will
remain dedicated to aspects of physics (and
physicists) which make you smile and/or
think! And those of you who have taken to
the habit of browsing Jo's column will be
relieved to hear that EDPS will soon bring
out his texts, along with the illustrations by
W. Drenckhan, as a handy booklet!
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created the "anémoélectroreculpédalicoupeventombrosoparacloucycle", a multipurpose device which, beyond its
cycling capabilities, included many other tools –
making it a forerunner of our modern mobile phones.
Pursuing my quests, with the help of Google, I came
upon an article by Henri
Bouasse (1866-1953), in one
of the 45 volumes of his
"Traité de Physique" published
at the turn of the XXth century.
Bouasse, physics professor at
the University of Toulouse,
was famous among physics
students of my generation
for his polemical prefaces,
dealing aggressively with
every possible subject, especially "modern" physics.
In a volume of Mechanics, one
can ﬁnd, under the title "le Problème du cycliste crotté" [3] the
detailed derivation of the critical
speed for the muddy cyclist.
Bouasse arrived at a value of
12.64 km/h, same as found later by Tuinstra. "Rien de neuf
sous le soleil", discoveries are oen re-discoveries, the same
problem can be studied again and again, when coming to
the attention of curious minds.
In addition, for those interested in the connection between
science and velocipedes, I cannot resist recommending the
charming book by Sebastien Balibar [4],where among other
things, he relates his experiences as a cycling physicist. ■
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